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Playsafe and Semnox have
worked together to create
the best fully integrated
cashless system.

What is Redemption?
The Semnox Redemption system
allows you the additional option
of bar coding all your inventory
items, making the issuing of
prizes to your customers quick
and accurate, with all stock levels
instantly updated on the system.
The system may be fully
integrated with your ‘ticket
eaters’, allowing shredded
ticket data to be added to
the customers’ funcards.

‘We have been in a business relationship with
Eurocoin for over 7 years now, and I must
admit that Eurocoin has always been a strong
supporter and promoter of Semnox cashless
system in the UK market. The COVID situation
has emphasised the need of a cashless system
in markets worldwide, and Paystation is a great
example of how two excellent companies can
come together to emerge with a robust and
business-friendly solution. Being one of the
best cashless system providers in the market,
and with continued support from Eurocoin, we
are hoping to reach out to a larger lead-base in
the UK/Ireland entertainment market and help
businesses switch to Semnox.’
Vinayaka Kamath
Head of Semnox – Middle East and Europe

‘At Playsafe we are always looking to ensure that
our systems are fully integrated. This integration
also includes work with other leading system
suppliers including Cashless system providers
such as Semnox. Looking at the worldwide install
base and growth of Semnox installations in the
UK, it was a no brainer to ensure we worked
closely with Semnox to integrate Quantum,
ensuring machine income is fully recorded
and secured. Also our trusted Thomas 8012C
Smartcard PayStation is the perfect partner when
it comes to dispensing and revaluing Semnox
Funcards. The Thomas 8012C accepts banknotes,
coins, bank cards and contactless payments,
allowing users to simply and easily purchase and
revalue and return a funcard card for a deposit.’
Ian Fuller
Managing Director, Playsafe Systems

What are the benefits?

Key features:

Using our ‘e-ticket’ functionality,
the modern FEC owner can
do away with paper tickets
completely, if they prefer, saving
paper & associated costs.

Semnox Redemption system
– helping modernise the
management of your leisure
venue by providing a fast,
customer-friendly service backed
by extensive reporting & control of
your redemption inventory!

You can deliver even further levels
of customer service by installing
our Thomas 8012 Semnox Funcard
PayStations on site! These
terminals are fully integrated with
the Semnox Cashless system, and
issue funcards to players with
credits pre-paid and loaded.

•M
 anages all swag
and prize stocks
•F
 ully integrated purchasing
and receipt of goods

Contact us for information on pricing,
hardware options, and installation.
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• Stock counts
and controls
• Set and manage
stock levels per item
• Ticket based,
card based e-ticket,
or both
• Full cost reporting

